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PRE-DINNER SPEAKER 
 

January 21, 2020 
5:30 p.m. 

Dayton Engineers Club 
 

Patrick Berbach 

Swingdon Springer & Co. 
 

 Federal Tax Update 
 

Patrick has over 10 years of experience 
as an accountant and is a trusted 
business advisor to small and mid-sized 
companies in southwestern 
Ohio.  Patrick joined Swindon Springer 
and Company in Tipp City as a senior 
accountant in 2018. He focuses on 
federal, state, and local tax compliance, 

planning, and consulting for corporations, S corporations, 
partnerships, and individuals across a variety of 
industries.  Patrick graduated from Wright State 
University with a Bachelor of Science in Accounting and 
Finance.  
 

Swindon, Springer & Co., CPA’s is in business to be a 
trusted advisor by providing timely and quality 
professional services to our clients and the business 
community. We empower our employees in an 
environment which fosters growth and teamwork. Our 
goal is to maximize value for our clients, our owners, 
employees and the community. 
  

DINNER PROGRAM SPEAKER 
 

January 21, 2020 
6:45 p.m. 

Dayton Engineers Club 
 

 Brittany O'Diam Horesman 

ODiam & Estess Law Group, Inc 
 

Estate Planning 
 

Brittany is certified as a specialist 
in Estate Planning, Trust & 
Probate Law by the Ohio State 
Bar Association, and she is dually 
certified as a specialist in Elder 
Law by the OSBA and the 
National Elder Law Foundation. 
Brittany joined the firm in 2010, 
after working for the firm as a law 
clerk since 2007.  Her practice 
now focuses on estate planning and administration, 
Medicaid and nursing home planning, asset protection, 
special needs planning and elder law.  Brittany also 
practices in business succession planning. 

Brittany is a member of WealthCounsel, a national 
organization for estate planning attorneys, as well as 
ElderCounsel, and she serves as the President of the 
Ohio Chapter of the National Academy of Elder Law 
Attorneys.  She is also a member of the American Bar 
Association, the Ohio 
State Bar Association, the 
Florida Bar Association, 
the Dayton Bar 
Association and Greene 
County Bar Association.    

Brittany received her 
Bachelor of Science in 
Journalism, cum laude, 
from Ohio University in 
2007.  She earned her 
law degree in 2010, graduating cum laude from the 
University of Akron School of Law.
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Start off 2020 with some local CPE and Networking 

SYMPOSIUM UPDATE 
 

It is with sadness that we have to announce that we 
have had to cancel the Symposium of Investment 
Advisors this year.  It was originally scheduled to be 
held January 28, 2020. 
 

If you would like us to continue to host this event in the 
future, please let us know.  We consider this a great 
partnership with Morgan Stanley, but we want to make 
sure this is the right program for you as members. 

http://www.dayton.imanet.org/
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President’s Message 

2020!  I’m sure that some of you are like me and can’t believe that a year with such a significant number can be 
here already.  Like many, I want it to be a year of vision and maybe even more so of clarity.  The beginning of 
any year is a time for a renewed sense of purpose and planning, and it just feels especially so in this auspicious 
year.  So, I hope that you will take a moment how to leverage the value of your IMA membership through it’s 
many education opportunities, publications and local networking opportunities through the chapter. 
 

At this month’s meeting, we welcome Patrick Berbach from Swingdon, Springer and Company who will give the 
annual Federal Tax Update.  After dinner, we will have the pleasure of hearing from Brittany O'Diam Horesman 
on Estate Planning In February, we will be hosting our annual Student Night Event and then in March we will be 
hosting one of the latest IMA Ethics programs. 
 

Unfortunately, we have had to cancel the Symposium of Investment Advisors for this year.  We were really 
looking forward to this opportunity, and we would love to hear from you if this is an opportunity that you would be 
interested in for the future.  There is a fair amount of coordination in preparing the event and we want to make 
sure it is something that you see as valuable as members. 
 

We hope to see you at the first meeting of this new decade!  Let’s kick it off right. 
 

Paul Myers 
          Chapter President 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

IMA Achieves Significant Global Growth and Career Value in Fiscal Year 2019 
 

Montvale, N.J., December 4, 2019 – Following its centennial year, IMA® (Institute of Management 
Accountants), one of the largest and most respected associations focused exclusively on the 
advancement of the management accounting profession, released its Annual Review, “100 Years and 
Counting,” today, highlighting record global growth in Fiscal Year 2019 (July 2018 through June 2019). 
The report summarizes the events and milestones IMA reached in terms of CMA® (Certified Management 
Accountant) metrics, global growth, educational offerings, and diversity and inclusion initiatives. 
Among the key achievements of the past year, IMA: 

• Experienced significant year-over-year growth in membership (25 percent) and key CMA 
metrics, such as new CMA candidates (26 percent), CMA exam registrations (46 percent), 
and new CMAs (89 percent) 

• Offered chapter events and courses across its global offices 
• Awarded more than 10,000 CMAs and reached 139,000 members spanning 150 countries 
• Launched new career-focused educational products and services, such as a Technology 

and Analytics Center and CareerDriver® Assessment Tool 
• Enhanced its Management Accounting Competency Framework and developed the 

new CMA 2020 exam, reflecting digital and strategic skills needed to stay relevant 
• Hosted Women’s Accounting Leadership Series events held across four continents 

 

The report, available for download on IMA’s website, features commentary from FY 2019 Chair of IMA’s 
Global Board of Directors Ginger White, CMA, CSCA, and IMA President and CEO Jeff Thomson, CMA, 
CSCA, CAE. 
 

“Our members are the reason we exist, and the programs, products, 
and services we develop are designed for their competitive 
advantage,” said Thomson. “We understand the challenges of 
navigating a career in this digital age, and we are committed to helping 
members achieve their goals. When any one of them gains relevance 
because they learned a new skill or expanded their career comfort 
zone, we have done our job.” 
Visit the 2019 Year in Review webpage for complete details. 
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THINKING ABOUT THE CMA EXAM? 
CMA2020 – GLEIM PRICING UPDATE 

 

Now, through the end of January, Gleim can 
continue to extend their special introductory pricing 
to our new 2020 adaptive course along with the 
25% chapter discount that you as Dayton Chapter 
members can use.  
 

The current retail introductory pricing is $1249 for 
the Premium Review System for both parts. 
Beginning February, 3, the pricing will be increased 
to $1599. 
 

With the launch of the Gleim CMA 2020 edition course 
they made updates to account for the new CMA exam 
changes, but also incorporated proprietary adaptive 
technology into the course.  Gleim CMA Review now 
includes our SmartAdapt platform that creates a 
customized learning path for each candidate telling 
them where they need to study and when they are ready 
to pass with confidence. Additionally, the 2020 edition 
includes more videos including essay walkthroughs, an 
enhanced user interface, and complete coverage of the 
new 2020 exam Content Specification Outlines. 

 
 
 

INVEST IN YOUR SUCCESS……….ARE YOU A CMA? 

CONSIDER THE CSCA CERTIFICATION 
 

The CSCA® (Certified in Strategy and Competitive Analysis) is a specialty credential designed specifically 
for CMAs*, which complements and expands upon the strategic planning and analysis skills developed 
through the CMA® (Certified Management Accountants) certification. 
This credential will help you master the concepts and techniques that are required to earn a seat at the 
leadership table and become a key player in driving the strategic planning process at your organization. 
 

The CSCA exam covers and test three content areas: 
1. Strategic Analysis 
2. Creating Competitive Advantage 
3. Strategy Implementation and Performance Evaluation 

 
IMA Strategy and Competitive Analysis Learning Series® 
This series of five engaging, online, self-study courses and 
practice questions is a unique study resource, developed by 
IMA specially for the CSCA credential. The learning series 
is optional for purchase when you enroll. Each course 
features exercises, knowledge check questions, and a final 
assessment. By successfully completing the courses, you 
will earn up to 21 NASBA CPE credits. 
 

CHECK OUT THE DETAILS OF THE 
CSCA CERTIFICATION PROGRAM 
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CFOs best positioned to move into CEO role, CEO says 
 

Jeff Thomson, CEO of the Institute of Management Accountants, has a strong pitch: across the entire c-
suite, CFOs are best suited to serve as CEOs. 
 

In the U.S., the evolution of the CFO role has been taking place over decades," Thomson told CFO Dive 
Thursday. “And the evolution always starts with core accounting.” 
 

Thomson said over time, the reach of the evolution has extended to finance, operations, strategy and 
technology. Even if CFOs don’t directly manage these departments, they still retain significant leverage over 
them, which Thomson attributes to CFOs’ natural function as overseers.  
 

Types of tech many finance pros may need to learn 
 

"When I was CFO of a big business unit at AT&T, I had a lot of strategy responsibility," Thomson said. "At 
my current company, we have 144,000 members in over 100 countries, and our CFO has responsibility for 
all those things: operations, tech, finance and accounting." 
 

If a CFO can fine-tune your competency in each of those areas, Thomson said, "you’re in a very good 
position to go beyond that technical accounting." 
 

A recent CFO to move into the CEO role came this week when German consumer goods giant Henkel 
promoted Carsten Knobel, a 25-year veteran of the company. The move was panned as too conservative 
by analysts, who said Knobel would be unlikely to bring the structural changes the company needed. 
 

"I could, on the one hand, understand, from a pure, outside-looking-in perspective that it’s too conservative, 
and that you need to bring in someone from the outside," Thomson said. "[But] the nature of the [CFO] 
position, if he or she is a true business partner and strategic advisor, they’re kind of like the CEO in 
waiting." 
 

To the extent Knobel is forward-looking, Thomson said, he supports his promotion. "If [he] demonstrates the 
innovation, drive, understanding of broad strategy, and knowledge of functions like sales and marketing, 
then that individual should be a great candidate," he said. "And don’t assume that an internal hire can’t 
shake things up, too." 
 
Positioned to lead 
 
Even if a CFO hasn’t been with the company for many years, Thomson asserts that there are always things 
he or she can do to move towards the CEO role. 
 

"Team up with the board of directors, with investors, and with customers," Thomson recommends. 
"Proactively seek those more external interfaces. Emulate what the CEO does, in a value-adding way, to 
these external constituencies ... like investors and the board of directors."  
 

Other key objectives should include a deep understanding of the business — beyond the finance silo and 
department — including sales and marketing, and consumer behavior. "Be involved in new market entry, 
too," Thomson said. "Go beyond financial numbers and into market aspirations, beyond accounting and 
business acumen." 
 
Thomson recognizes that CFOs, more than many executives, have needed to become "anticipatory" of 
possible setbacks or roadblocks within their rapidly changing digital world.  
 
"It’s great to be agile, but that’s more reactive — like, if something happens, then I respond," Thomson said. 
"But being anticipatory, and a futurist, is really what, I think, is required. 
 
"Add that insight and foresight that CEOs are expected to deliver, on behalf of the board of directors and 
customer and shareholder base," Thomson said. "If CFOs can do that, they’ll be very well-positioned." 
 

Authored by:  Jane Their;  Published on CFO Drive 
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UPCOMING WEBINAR SCHEDULE 
INSIDE TALK 
 

Using FP&A to Drive Results, Not Just Predict Them 
Wednesday, January 22, 2020 from 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. (EDT) 
Field of Study – Finance – Strategy, Planning & Performance 
 

In an IMA® (Institute of Management Accountants) survey of more than 700 companies worldwide, it was 
discovered that the most successful organizations use financial planning and analysis (FP&A) to drive results, 
not just predict them. Lawrence Serven, of Board International, will describe how they accomplish this through 
12 principles of best practice FP&A revealed in the survey. He will highlight these principles through real-world 
case studies as well as survey insights. 

 

Bridging the Profession-Education Gap: A Beginner’s Guide to Blockchain 
Friday, January 31 from 10:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. (EDT) 
Field of Study – Information Technology – Technology & Analytics 
 

Gartner lists blockchain as one of the Top 10 technology trends from 2019. This emerging technology, most 
commonly associated with Bitcoin, will drive disruption and has the potential to create in new business models, 
reduce transaction intermediaries, and lower operation costs. As blockchains become increasingly integrated 
into the mainstream, financial practitioners need to establish and refine their technical comprehension to avoid 
blockchain becoming a so-called “black box,” limiting transparency and visibility into financial operations due to 
a lack of understanding. 

 

LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 
 

Workplace Motivation 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 from 1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. (EDT) 
Field of Study – Personal Development - Leadership 
 

Everyone is unique and the things that motivate people at work or become obstacles for their motivation can 
vary from person to person. This course will help leaders understand various ways to motivate themselves 
and others through discussing different approaches to motivation, the impact of the gig economy on 
motivating a workforce, and how to manage for motivation. Additionally, we explore some principles from a 
company that is known for being a best place to work. Participants will come away equipped with a wealth of 
knowledge and tools to deploy for their own and others’ greater motivation at work. 

 

STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT 
 

The Clunky Dance Between Strategy and Risk 
Monday, January 27, 2020 from 1 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. (EDT) 
Field of Study – Management Services – Strategy, Planning & Performance 
 

This session will cover the importance of strategic risk analysis as a part of enterprise risk management 
(ERM) and specifically the challenges in linking risk and strategy. The session will also cover analysis of 
strategy value killers, the key dimensions to strategic success, the importance of understanding the 
difference between risks in setting strategy and risks to the chosen strategy, and tools that can be applied 
to a variety of strategic risk dimensions. 
 
 

To see more details or the Learning Objectives of these sessions, please visit: 
http://www.imanet.org/learning_center/IMAWebinars.aspx  
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Paul Myers 
2518 Jaysville St.Johns Rd. 
Arcanum, OH  45304 

 

 
MEETING REGISTRATION FORM  * DAYTON ENGINEERS CLUB 

 

Meeting Date, Tuesday, January 21, 2020 
Please reserve by Thursday, January 16, 2020 

 

Do you plan to attend the 5:30 p.m. session? Yes No (please mark) 
6:30 p.m. Main Entrée: Lime Vinaigerette Marinated Chicken Breast 
  Vegetarian: Pasta Primavera 
 

Reservation is for _________member(s) & _________ guests 
 

Member Name: ____________________________________________________ 
 

Guest Name: ______________________________________________________ 
 

Amount enclosed $___________  ($32 advance reservation, $35 at the door – Students only $10) 
 

Please make checks payable to Dayton Chapter IMA. 
(You may call/fax in your advance reservation with all information and pay at the door; however, no-shows will be 
charged.) 
 

Dinner preference:  Main Entrée________    Vegetable Plate_______ 
 

Send checks with reservations to: 
Paul Myers 
Phone: 937-564-7964 

Email:  .myersp70@gmail.com  
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